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ABSTRACT – The present article focuses on the lexical conceptualisation of TIME in the Bulgarian language acquisition. The empirical basis of the study includes data from a psycholinguistic experiment, observation of spontaneous speech and free verbal associations of Bulgarian preschool children. The analyzed data show the diffuse character of children's perception of time which is still amorphous and in this respect is quite distant from the intuitive model of a naïve adult native speaker.
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Introduction

The focus of this paper is on the conceptual model of TIME extrapolated in children’s lexicon. Its most important characteristic is the fact that it is not a static phenomenon but a dynamic and a changing one as in the age group observed (from 3 to 6 years) it is still in the process of establishment and development and language itself is its accessory. In this context the problems connected with the lexical conceptualization of time stand out as particularly interesting: on the one hand, they are a result of the cognitive immaturity, while on the other, of the linguistic attempts of the child to express the complex temporal relations in the concepts of „nursery“, i.e. children's naïve worldview.

In contemporary Bulgarian language the intuitive model of the category of time is included in a whole array of lexical units:

- now…,
- today …,
- yesterday …,
- tomorrow …,
- never …,
- always …,
- day …,
- week …,
- month …,
- year …,
- 24-hours …,
- night …,
- morning …,

in which children are immersed since early childhood.

They constantly hear these lexemes used in the speech of adults but this does not mean that children could start using the lexemes right away. The first thing that is necessary for them is to achieve a specific cognitive capacity and a specific level of linguistic competence. This also confirms the fact that the acquisition of the lexical conceptualization of the category of TIME happens gradually throughout ontogenesis; therefore, at the end of pre-school age (around 6 years of age) the process is not fully completed [see Popova, 2000].

The present article focuses on the lexical means of conceptualisation of the category of time by Bulgarian pre-school children. The empirical data about this process are obtained through a specially designed psychological experiment with 90 children in the age range of 3 to 6 years old, and recordings of spontaneous speech produced by 5 Bulgarian children. In addition the study is based on the analysis of free verbal associations1 of the words morning and night made by 100 5/6-year-old children, which sheds more light on the intuition-based model of the time category in Bulgarian pre-school children's language. The associations are based on a dictionary of associations compiled in an earlier experimental study carried out by the author of the present article (see Dictionary of Associations in [Popova, 2000: 106-117]).

1. Lexical expression of TIME in spontaneous child's speech

The most important characteristic of the intuitive model of the category of time in child's speech is that it is in the process of establishment and language itself takes part in it as its accessory. In this sense linguistic and cognitive development turn out to be interrelated. On the one hand, cognitive prerequisites are in the core of mastering a language, on the other, linguistic achievements outrun cognitive development predetermining the mastering of one or another metal category. Thus, having realized themselves as “subjects” with their own space, the 3 year-olds prove capable (both linguistically and cognitively) to undertake the role of an interpreter of a situation and this means that at the stage of semantic mapping of the situation children rely on a standard scheme already formed in the information base (frame, scenario) of the chain of events in which all slots are readily available (i.e. they potentially exist in the information base). At the same time by the end of pre-school age children are almost never wrong in the choice of a slot to be filled2, however, if it turns out that these slots are connected with notions such as “time”, children frequently make inadequate linguistic choices.

---

1 The analysis of free word associations is carried out within the terms of the model RLN (the abbreviation is comprised of the initial letters of the family names of the authors of one of the most popular models of semantic networks - D. Rumelhart, P. Lindsay, D. Norman [Rumelhart et al, 1972]).

2 A proof of that is the early mastering of WH-words by children - See [Stoyanova, 1992].
Generally, the ability to include linguistic elements of *time* in their speech develops slowly in children. This is the result not only of insufficient cognitive maturity but of linguistic factors related to the syntactic and semantic complexity of the respective structures. Thus, at the initiation of speech acts including generalizing-positive ALL-words and generalizing-negative NO-words, there is frequently a substitution of NO-words with ALL-words by children. This clearly shows that it is a matter of semantic ALL-generalization (i.e. generalization of the “universal” meaning), which disregards the relation of complementary distribution which these two groups of word (ALL- and NO-words) enter into in these specific structures. As a result the child “underestimates” and “ignores” the requirement for NO- and ALL-words to mutually exclude each other in the respective contexts:

***

Toj igraeshe tam vsjakoga (vseki pat / vseki den / … vinagi).
He played there always (*every time / every day / … always*).
(“He always (*every time / every day / … always*) played there.”)

***

Toj ne igraeshe nikoga tam.
He not played *NEVer* there.
(“He *NEVer* played there.”)

But it is incorrect to say:

***

Toj igraeshe nikoga tam.
He played never there.
“He never played there.”

***

Toj ne igraeshe VSJAkoga (vseki pat / vseki den / … vinagi) tam.
He not played always (*every time / every day / … always*) there.
“He never played there.”
Up until the end of pre-school age the concept of time remains diffuse and vague, still, it is formed quite early in time, even before the occurrence of the corresponding linguistic expressions. According to I. Georgov “For a child to be able to grasp an exhibition of the present, the child should be able to realize this exhibition as such that has not existed before. Thus, in order for the child to realize that the sun is shining and the candle burning, the child should at least be vaguely aware of the fact that the sun was not shining and the candle was not burning” [Georgov, 1906]. In their speech young children are initially restricted by the localizers now and here. At the same time though, they have a very vague, however existing, idea of time which does not acknowledge this restriction and which is a prerequisite for the early development of some linguistic expressions of temporal relations, even though they might not always be the most adequate ones. This diffusion in children’s concept of time is frequently expressed in spontaneous speech:

(5) We’ll go to the basement tomorrow. (I. G.)

(6) He was here tomorrow. (I. G.)

---

1 The initials I.G. following some of the examples in brackets stand for Ivan Georgov.
Expressions used by children are indicative of the fact that people at the dawn of their lives try to “see” time in its multidimensionality and complexity. The time markers used in the examples so far show yet another stage of the process of conceptualization of the universal category of “time”. It could be stated that children’s speech in general abounds in similar linguistic units. Their semantic features include the intuitive model of the mental category in question, which is characteristic of children’s naïve view of the world.

Anyone who has had the chance to be in contact with children from the analyzed age group could give such examples of expressions of “reversed time perspective”\(^1\) which only confirms the fact that the observed phenomenon is not an accidental but a natural one. Taking into consideration the observations made as well as some other studies ([Stoyanova, 2006]; [Popova, 2006]), it can be concluded that after the occurrence of the first temporal oppositions within the system of verbs, it is adverbial expressions that become more frequently used, and the ones adequately used are only those which can be associated with any specific moment. There are single adverbs used to localize the activity in terms of the moment of speech but as could be seen from examples (5), (6), (7), and (8), the rules of agreement are frequently broken initially. The sporadic nature of these uses is relative as in a

---

\(^1\) The term is used by R. O. Jakobson [Jakobson, 1985].
specific moment in time the speech of almost all children features examples expressing reverse time perspective which implies the fact that it is a matter of a mandatory, and probably necessary, step in clarifying the concepts of time and the respective acquisition of the necessary linguistic devices. The expressions using reverse time perspective prove that children do not simply imitate but rather use the creative power of language in order to break the vague idea and “illusion” of time, so that they can establish some temporal order, understand and express in words this “illusory” definiteness characteristic of adult speech.

Usually having realized their helplessness in applying the objective time criteria, children resort to various language “experiments” in order to attempt to express and understand them:

- Children either avoid using the adverbial time expressions or locate the action through another (simultaneous, prospective or retrospective) action. As could be seen from examples (5), (6), (7), and (8), their occurrence in speech at an earlier stage is also possible; however, it is without actual pragmatic coverage. In the process of achieving the lexical conceptualization of the category of time there were noted some interesting cases of overgeneralization of some adverbs (for example the usage of yesterday meaning ‘any past activity’, of next day meaning ‘any subsequent activity’, and in one of the observed children – of next year meaning ‘any subsequent activity’).

- Children associate the concept of time with some well-known and emotionally attractive events, such as Christmas, birthdays, etc., with the typical paraphernalia and characters associated with them, as well as with some stereotypical everyday situations associated with children’s daily rhythm (e.g. eating, sleeping, etc.) which can be illustrated by the following examples:

**Dialogue I: Stefka - STE (5;0) and mother - MAM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BG</th>
<th>EN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STE: Kato mine denja e vecherta. Jadem pârvo prez denja, posle prez noshta, a tuj po sredata kakvo beshe, mamo? MAM: Obed. STE: A da, na obed.</td>
<td>STE: When the day is over, it is evening. We eat first at day time, then in the evening, and what was that in the middle of the day called, mom? MAM: Noon. STE: Yeah, right. At noon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>EN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In children’s consciousness the events with clear qualitative characteristics and clear-cut boundaries (with easily perceptible beginning and end) are the ones most clearly located in terms of time. Thus notions of smaller intervals of time, which are based on one’s own experience, are more easily distinguished than notions of longer intervals which are quite inaccurate (dialogue II is quite exemplary in that respect). In such cases children feeling incapable of measuring time in the terms of objective parameters, resort to the earliest models of time fragmentation, e.g. the model from sleeping to sleeping.

A more objective idea of time, which has to do with the idea of the cyclical nature of natural processes, is formed relatively late and it does not happen all of a sudden but gradually. In this respect it is interesting to observe the process of realization of the fragmentation of day and night into units which are separate and precisely located in time: day and night; morning, before lunch, noon, afternoon, evening. The naively-realistic character of children’s consciousness when viewed in a dichotomous perspective, usually allows children to deduce the meaning of the words day and night from the opposition white/ light – black/ dark. This phenomenon prevails until a child becomes 6-7 years-old. For instance, a child who is 4 years and 11 months old explains the meaning of the words day and night in the following way: “Night means black and day is white”. In the speech of the same child, the adverbs in the morning and in the evening are frequently used correctly to describe some stereotypical situations. At the same time, on some other (separate occasions) said adverbs are frequently substituted by day and night. This could be illustrated by the following examples:

**Dialogue III: mother - MAM and Stefka - STE (4,11)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BG</th>
<th>EN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAM:</strong> Koga imahme gosti?</td>
<td><strong>MAM:</strong> When did you have guests?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STE:</strong> Prez noshta.</td>
<td><strong>STE:</strong> At night.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAM:</strong> Prez noshta ili vecherta?</td>
<td><strong>MAM:</strong> At night or in the evening?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STE:</strong> Prez noshta, be.</td>
<td><strong>STE:</strong> I said at night.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAM:</strong> Kak pozna, che e nosht?</td>
<td><strong>MAM:</strong> How did you know that it was night?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STE:</strong> Ami, navân beshe mnogo cherno.</td>
<td><strong>STE:</strong> Well, it was very black outside.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dialogue IV: mother (MAM) – same child (STE) age: 5 years and 1 month

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BG</th>
<th>EN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAM: Koga si udari bradichkata?</td>
<td>MAM: When did you hit your chin?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE: Prez noshta na stālbata.</td>
<td>STE: At night on the staircase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAM: Koga?</td>
<td>MAM: When?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAM: Prez noshta?!</td>
<td>MAM: At night?!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE: Prez noshta.</td>
<td>STE: At night.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These examples show how in the process of acquisition of time concepts which are more difficult cognitively (e.g. morning and evening) the child attempts to understand them through the prototypical notions of day and night which are actually associated with the events which are localized chronologically first in terms of objective time.

The examples presented and analyzed so far are used as an illustration of the diffuse character of children’s perception of time which is still too amorphous and in this respect is quite distant from the intuitive model of a naïve adult native speaker. It is a fact, however, that in the spontaneous speech of children from the analysed age group there has been registered frequent and totally correct use of linguistic markers of time which completely correspond to the respective means in the target language. Is it then possible that the deviations commented on above are random and not so significant? The next part of the analysis strives to answer this question by subjecting the results from the experiment to a kind of experimental approbation.

2. The experimental approach on time categorisation in the Bulgarian child’s lexicon

2.1. The temporal opposition MORNING – EVENING in the experimental data from 100 Bulgarian pre-school children

An experimental study was conducted among 90 Bulgarian children (monolingual) at the age of 3 to 6. The subjects were divided into three groups (first group – 30 children at the age of 3-4; second group – 30 children at the age of 4-5; and third group – 30 children at the age of 5-6). The experiment was conducted as an improvised interview with each child separately and the interview was recorded on a voice recorder. Children were asked to provide a definition for the terms «morning» and «evening» and to try to localize specific activities within the specific periods of time:
Questions:

- When do you leave for kindergarten?
- What is morning?
- When do you watch “Sancho” (a traditional TV show which children watch in the evening before they go to sleep)?
- What is evening?

Discussing the results from this psycholinguistic experiment has helped outline the main characteristics of the process of gradual acquisition of the category of time in the pre-school period. The data clearly show that indirect localization of an activity in time is observed until the end of the analysed age when it is gradually reduced and is substituted with time expressions and adverbs which are new for children, see Chart 1:

As could be seen from Chart 1 the process of acquisition of linguistic devices to conceptualize time happens gradually. In time the temporal markers used by children start to look similar to the normative devices used in the speech of adults. There is something which should be added to this. The unexpected and unusual devices, such as cognitive metaphors for example, which children use, do not deviate children from their goals (see examples (13) and (16)). On the contrary, they are characteristic of adults’ linguistic view of the world in which time could teche (‘flow’), vârvi (‘walk’), bjaga (‘run’), lekuva (‘heal’); the sun could izgrijava (‘rise’), zaljazva (‘set’), etc.

### 2.2. MORNING and NIGHT in the child’s word associations

As has already been pointed out above, in order to acquire a higher degree of psychological adequacy and greater reliability of the conclusions drawn, data from a previous experiment on associations are also subjected to analysis. Thus, in the respective associative vocabulary, the attention is directed to the words-stimuli MORNING and NIGHT and the reactions mark the fragment from the conceptualization of time which is connected with the localization of the activity along the time axis. The results from the analysis of associative reactions (see Chart 2) show that the presentation of the category through a generic bond is similar in both cases (i.e. MORNING – 21%, NIGHT – 25%) as well as with the reactions of adult native speakers (i.e. using the stimulus NIGHT – 17% according to BNWA[^1] [Gerganov, 1984]).

[^1]: BNWA - Bulgarian norms of word associations [Gerganov, 1984]
M O R N I N G

1. Answers to the question:
   When do you leave for kindergarten?

2. Answers to the question:
   What is morning?

E V E N I N G

1. Answers to the question:
   When do you watch “Sancho”?

2. Answers to the question:
   What is evening?

Chart 1: The temporal fragments MORNIN G and EVENING in children’s linguistic view of the world

Chart 2: MORNIN G and NIGHT in the word associations of 100 Bulgarian children
At the same time, however, the semantic component “a separate fragment of the day and night” with the meaning of MORNING and NIGHT is presented through a high relative share in the relation EXAMPLE (in the case of MORNING – 39%, in the case of NIGHT – 27%) which has to do with the indirect location of the activity along the time axis. The percentage of associations which proves to be statistically significant with adults in analogous case (using the stimulus NIGHT by BNWA [Gerganov, 1984]) is the one in which the relation QUALITY (i.e. 50%) is being activated. These data presuppose that children at the end of their pre-school period already have at their disposal the category of TIME in the semantic mapping of a situation. At the same time, however, the lexical conceptualization of the category of TIME is not fully completed.

Conclusion

This paper marks an attempt at grasping and commenting on some of the governing regularities and features of the process of acquisition of the time component of children’s naive view of the world. This is a very difficult task for a scholar because on the one hand, this process includes both the individual experience and language knowledge, knowledge about the world, knowledge about the cultural environment, while on the other, children at the dawn of their life are extremely restricted by the microscopic life and linguistic experience they have. It is self-understood that spontaneous speech as a source of information on the deep processes in the acquisition of such an intricate and complex category as TIME could not be self-sufficient. In this respect, using data from a psycho-linguistic experiment as well as associative data created the optimum environment for the specificity of the time component of the child’s view of the world to be defined. Thus the analysis on the associative links allowed us to define the content not only from the surface level of the time lexicon but to develop an idea of the character of the content structure of the inner time lexicon. In the course of processing the data from the experiments and the observations made, the following regularities, characteristic of the speech of children have been observed:

- Lexical devices used for the conceptualization of time are acquired gradually. It is noticed that in time the semantic features of the time markers used by children get complicated and at the end of pre-school age they do not differ significantly from the linguistic devices used by adult native speakers. At the same time, the multidimensional and complex nature of the phenomenon of TIME and its corresponding linguistic exponents remains to a degree outside the scope of the abilities of children from the analysed age groups.

- The ability to include time expressions in their speech develops slowly in children. This is governed by factors such as the syntactic and semantic complexity of the respective structures as well as by the insufficient cognitive maturity of children.
Based on the available data we could assume that in adult native speakers the emotional-sensitive and the rational level are to a degree balanced while in children in pre-school age it seems that the former dominates over the latter.
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